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Abstract
During aging a reduction of energy metabolism, energy intake and fat free mass can be 
seen. Some elderly patients experience more pronounced body weight loss that may lead to 
malnutrition states. The reasons for the unintentional body weight loss, that often accompanies 
chronic disease, are poorly understood. A combination of poor nutritional state and impaired 
physical function increases the risk for dependency in the daily living and further deterioration 
of health. Treatment needs to focus on the one hand of optimizing disease management and on 
the other on nutrition and physical function. 

The aim of this thesis was to study several nutrition related parameters in frail elderly people and 
try to gain a deeper understanding of the mechanisms contributing to the nutritional problems 
in elderly patients, also focusing on treatment and follow-up. This was done by analyzing 
energy intake, body composition and energy metabolism in both nursing home patients and 
free-living, frail elderly individuals. Individualized nutritional treatments were applied and 
analyzed longitudinally. In the free-living group a three-month randomized controlled trial 
(RCT) with four arms was performed (nutritional treatment, physical training, both combined 
or control). 

The results showed that energy intake was low (mean total intake below 1600 kcal/day, mean 
relative intake was 25-27 kcal/kg body weight/day). Individual nutritional intervention was 
difficult to manage and the effects difficult to analyze. Nutrient intake was low for about half 
of the nutrients analyzed. Nutrient density was also low, especially considering the low level 
of energy intake. Resting metabolic rate was related to fat free mass and was in accordance 
with previous studies. Mean body weight was stable. At an individual level there was no 
relation between changes in energy intake and body weight. In the RCT no evident treatment 
effects could be seen on any of the nutrition parameters analyzed. Of those in need of an 
increased energy intake, about one third managed to actually increase their intake, regardless of 
intervention. These individuals seemed to be protected against further weight loss. 

As energy metabolism was normal and the physical activity low in these as in previous studies 
in the literature, future research needs to focus on the reasons for the poor energy and nutrient 
intake in the frail elderly. The relative contribution of diseases and/or injuries, effects of 
medication, low physical activity, social deprivation and mechanisms related to ageing are 
unclear and should be considered. There is a strong need for more treatment trials regarding 
malnutrition and frailty states. There is a large variety between individuals and therefore 
attention to the needs of the individual should be emphasized. The importance of preventing 
frailty will increase, as the number of very elderly people grows in society. 
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Introduction
During the last 50 years the aging pyramid of the developed countries has changed 
dramatically and now a large part of the population (in Sweden about 17 %) is above 
the age of 65. Since this situation is new to mankind, the science of geriatrics and 
gerontology is still developing [1]. The nutritional needs of the elderly have received 
more attention in later years, both the undernutrition prevalent in many chronically ill 
elderly, and the overnutrition generating obesity and the diseases often connected to 
it.

When I studied nutrition I found it very interesting to learn how much our diet actually 
can affect our health. There are negative effects of both eating too much and too little, 
and even if one eats adequate amounts, the balance of both macro- and micronutrients 
can have important implications for our future health. I studied nutrition in low-
income countries, and made a project on malnourished children. However, hearing 
that undernutrition is common in our nursing homes and hospitals, and seeing the poor 
appetite that elderly individuals can have in my own family, made me wonder how this 
is possible in our affluent society. When I got the opportunity to study the nutritional 
problems in the elderly I felt I wanted to contribute in this field. I know now that there 
is much more to do.  
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Background

Many elderly people with chronic and/or acute diseases in nursing homes and 
hospitals are suffering from malnutrition with body weight loss. In 24 Swedish studies 
in different clinics and nursing homes the prevalence of malnutrition varied between 
8 and 87% [2]. This great variation reflects the different methods and definitions as 
well as different cut off limits used in the scientific literature in this field. There is a 
correlation between low body mass index (BMI) /low body weight and complications 
during hospital care and also to mortality [3-7].

Even though it may be difficult to know the causes and mechanisms for a poor nutritional 
state in the individual, many risk factors are known that make elderly more vulnerable 
to nutritional deficiencies. They range from changes in body composition, in appetite, 
in the gastrointestinal tract, in sensory function and in fluid and electrolyte regulation. 
Such changes are common in various chronic diseases and may also constitute adverse 
drug reactions. Other potential causes are reduced mobility and psychosocial factors 
like social isolation, financial restraints and bereavement [8].

The reasons for the unintentional body weight loss that often accompanies chronic 
disease are poorly understood [9]. Possible mechanisms are i) hypermetabolism, i.e. 
disease-induced elevation of the basal metabolic rate (BMR); however, the literature 
on basal or resting metabolic rate (RMR) in connection with chronic disease is 
inconsistent. Total energy expenditure is often reduced due to lower physical activity in 
patients with chronic diseases, [10, 11] ii) catabolism, i.e. disease-induced breakdown 
processes in skeletal muscle and many other tissues as well; iii) low energy intake, 
which has frequently been observed among different groups of geriatric patients (see 
below).

Disease-induced anorexia and malnutrition may be very difficult to manage as long as 
underlying pathophysiological conditions prevail. The combination of poor nutritional 
status and impaired physical function increases the risk for dependency in the daily 
living and further deterioration of the health status.

Published studies on treatment of malnutrition in elderly are heterogeneous regarding 
both definition of malnutrition, type of treatment and choice of outcome variables 
[9]. It would be desirable to prevent frail elderly at risk from reaching the stage were 
they can no longer live independently. Since both nutrition and physical function are 
mostly affected in frailty (see below), the treatment should focus on both nutritional 
treatment and physical training. In the literature there are only a few randomized 
treatment studies with this combined focus. Fiatarone Singh summarized the results 
of a few studies on body composition in a review where she concluded that rather 
intensive resistance training had a positive effect on muscle mass and muscle strength. 
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A positive energy balance increased this effect in healthy elderly people, but was not 
effective in very elderly nursing home residents. Excess protein had no extra effect on 
body composition above physical training in the healthy elderly [12].

In a randomized controlled trial (RCT) on very elderly nursing home residents (n=100, 
mean age 87) Fiatarone showed that physical training for 10 weeks increased muscle 
strength, gait velocity and stair-climbing power and overall level of physical activity. 
The oral nutritional supplement had a small effect on body weight but not on fat free 
mass (FFM). Energy intake increased only in the group receiving both nutritional 
supplement and exercise training [13].

De Jong et al studied the effect of physical training and micronutrient dense products 
on an elderly frail population (n=145, mean age 78) for 17 weeks. They showed that the 
supplemented group significantly increased the intake of the supplemented nutrients 
compared with the control group that received regular products, whereas no change 
was seen for the group that only received training. Nutritional supplementation had no 
effect on the physical function outcomes, whereas exercise did [14, 15]. Moreover, they 
showed that exercise preserved FFM, whereas supplementation had a small positive 
effect on bone mass [16].

Bonnefoy et al conducted a long-term RCT (9 months) with physical training and 
nutritional supplements with memory training and placebo as control on 57 nursing 
home residents (mean age 83). The main outcome was that nutritional supplements 
increased the BMI and the muscle power at three months. Exercise improved physical 
function measured as five-time chair rise at 9 months, and there was a trend towards an 
improved six-stair climb time at both 3 & 9 months [17].

In a Swedish cluster-randomized physical training study on 191 nursing home residents 
(mean age 85), there was no observed effect of a protein-enriched supplement directly 
after the training sessions at 3 or 6 months follow up [18].

Energy intake often decreases in old age [19, 20]. This “anorexia of aging” has been 
discussed in several reviews [21-24]. Elderly individuals also seem to have a diminished 
capacity to compensate for temporary alterations of energy intake. While young men 
regained their initial weight after over- or underfeeding, the elderly remained at a higher 
or lower body weight [25]. Moreover, elderly seem to be less able to compensate for a 
caloric pre-load at a subsequent meal [26], and experience less hunger during dieting 
than young individuals [27].

Most studies on energy and nutrient intake in the elderly have focused on relatively 
healthy individuals. Very low energy intake has been observed among geriatric in-
patients [28, 29], institutionalized elderly [6, 30-35] and community-dwelling 
individuals with chronic diseases and disablements [36, 37].

An energy intake level of 1.4-1.5 x BMR is regarded sufficient for a sedentary lifestyle 
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in younger populations [38]. In healthy elderly individuals a total energy expenditure 
of about 1.5 x BMR has been suggested [38, 39], and recommended [40]. Using the 
doubly labelled water technique this seems to be correct in those aged 80 and older, but 
in slightly younger populations it is probably too low [41, 42]. In very elderly Swedes 
(aged 91-96) the energy intake/resting metabolic rate ratio (EI/RMR) was 1.19 for 
women and 1.36 for men [43]. In chronic disease energy needs seem to be lower due 
to a lower physical activity level [41].

Institutionalized elderly people often have a low intake of nutrients [44-46]. This 
low nutrient intake can be related to either the low energy (food) intake, or a low 
nutrient density in the diet. A low nutrient density has also been found in nursing 
home residents [44, 46]. A German study on elderly people living independently or 
in institutions investigated the frequency of consumption of nutrient-dense foods. It 
was concluded that only 22% of the elderly had a sufficient intake, appropriate variety 
and no important group of foods (nutrients) missing [47]. A high dietary variety has 
also been associated with a higher intake of energy and nutrients, as well as to a better 
nutritional status in frail elderly people [48]. In an elderly Australian population it was 
shown that those with the lowest nutrient intake had a diet with lower nutrient density 
[49].

A diet with a high nutrient density is thus necessary to meet the nutrient needs of 
the frail and disabled elderly. This is of special concern for those planning diets for 
this patient group, where an energy-dense diet is recommended. The current Swedish 
recommendations regarding patients with signs of or at risk of malnutrition and poor 
appetite state that 15–25% of the energy should derive from protein, 40–50% from fat 
and 24–45% from carbohydrates [50]. This kind of diet has been shown to increase 
energy intake in elderly patients [51, 52], but it can be difficult to cover the needs of 
micronutrients when mainly adding oils and/or high-fat dairy products. In the American 
population it has been shown that a high consumption of energy-dense, nutrient-poor 
foods is associated with a lower intake of several nutrients [53].

Even though elderly people are known to have a lower total metabolic rate (TMR), 
but equal or higher recommended nutrient intake levels than younger people, there 
are no recommended levels of nutrient density for the elderly. The Nordic Nutrition 
Recommendations (NNR) only recommend levels of nutrient density when planning 
diets for mixed ages (6-60 years) [54]. Berner et al calculated recommended nutrient 
densities for the elderly using the American Recommended Daily Allowances (RDA) 
and the Estimated Safe and Adequate Daily Dietary Intake [55-58] or other sources, 
and related the recommended intake for elderly people to the median energy intake in 
31 studies on the elderly. In a majority of these studies the nutrient density was low for 
vitamin D, E, B6, thiamine, biotin and folic acid, as well as for calcium magnesium, 
zinc and copper [44].

Few studies have investigated the changes in nutrient intake when energy intake is 
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altered, and even less so in the elderly. One study on adult runners compared nutrient 
intake on three different levels of energy intake [59]. A low-fat diet provided a higher 
intake of iron, manganese, vitamin A, β-carotene, vitamin C, thiamine and vitamin 
B6, while a high fat intake provided a higher intake of sodium, phosphorus, calcium, 
zinc, selenium and vitamin E, but a lower intake of folate. It should be noted that only 
the fat content was altered in the study, not the amounts of food eaten. In a study on 
postmenopausal overweight women, fat intake was reduced to less than 15% of energy 
intake, which resulted in a lower intake of vitamin E and essential fatty acids. Intake 
of other nutrients was not affected [60].

The total metabolic rate (TMR) of a human being is determined by three factors – 
the basal metabolic rate (BMR), nutrient induced thermogenesis (NIT) and physical 
activity. Physical activity varies the most, but in those with a sedentary lifestyle, BMR 
can use up to 75% of TMR, and NIT is estimated to another 10%. BMR is often 
predicted by the Harris-Benedict equation [61], using weight, height, age and gender, 
but in later years many different prediction equations have been developed to estimate 
BMR [40, 62-67]. Two recent reviews conclude that the precision is poor when using 
equations to estimate BMR, especially on the individual level [68, 69]. Some equations 
have been compared in an elderly population [70-72].

In all nutritional treatment, knowledge of the metabolic rate is important to enable the 
correct estimate of the energy needs of a patient. Both under- and overfeeding can have 
negative effects and delay recovery in the acute phase of disease. In chronic disease 
an understanding of metabolic rate is needed to avoid long-term nutritional problems. 
In the clinical setting resting metabolic rate is often measured in intensive care units, 
but more commonly, is only estimated, using weight, height or other factors. Results 
of studies testing prediction equations in the elderly, show that some of the equations 
can give a correct mean BMR for healthy elderly individuals [70], but in hospitalized 
patients the measured and predicted metabolic rate differ more [71, 73].

It has been shown that the basal metabolic rate (BMR) and total metabolic rate (TMR) 
decrease with age in healthy elderly subjects, mainly due to a decreasing FFM [74-76] 
and a lower physical activity level [77, 78]. However, most of the studies showing this 
decline are cross-sectional. Longitudinal studies on body composition and metabolic 
rate show much smaller changes during aging [79]. Moreover, most studies considering 
metabolic rate in relation to body composition have mainly studied skeletal muscle as 
FFM. Creatinine excretion, total body water and total body potassium, all standard 
methods for estimating FFM, focus on muscle mass, and do not measure visceral 
organs. The liver, brain, heart and kidneys contribute with more than 60% of the BMR, 
while skeletal muscle contributes only 20-30%. It is possible that for example the 
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diminishing brain size in the elderly contributes to a decrease in BMR [79].

Poehlman et al [80, 81] found that a lower FFM explained about 75% of the decline 
in BMR, but neither energy intake, physical activity, age nor thyroid hormones were 
found to be independent factors that could explain the decline in RMR. They also 
noted that males had a greater decline of BMR, with an earlier onset (41 vs 50 years) 
than women. In healthy elderly individuals maximal oxygen uptake (VO2max) alone 
accounted for 79% of the variation in TMR, and the relationship between TMR and 
VO2max was independent of differences in FFM [82]. VO2max can be a marker of 
physical activity; it has been found that BMR adjusted for body composition is related 
to amount of aerobic training and energy intake, and that the differences in BMR 
between young and old “disappears” when the amount of aerobic training and energy 
intake is taken into account [83, 84].

It has been suggested that the metabolic activity of the active cellular mass decreases 
with age [74], which could be related to the reduced activity in the sodium-potassium 
pump found in elderly men [85].

Nutrient induced thermogenesis (NIT) has several synonyms in the literature, such as 
diet induced thermogenesis (DIT) or thermic effect of feeding (TEF). Most studies 
on NIT have been done in the field of obesity, and several have found a lower NIT 
in the obese [86]. NIT is mainly determined by the energy and protein content of a 
test meal. A meal with a larger amount of protein will give an increased thermogenic 
response. Several studies have compared NIT between young and elderly subjects and 
concluded that there is no difference when the results are adjusted for FFM [87-89]. 
Two studies that found a lower NIT in older men compared to young, did not control 
for FFM [90, 91]. In young chronically undernourished men, no difference in NIT was 
seen compared with controls when the caloric load was adjusted to body weight [92].

One of the original standards for measuring BMR outlined by Benedict in 1938, was the 
absence of disease. By definition this would mean that one could not speak of “basal” 
metabolic rate in individuals affected by disease. Because of these strict criteria most 
studies refer to resting metabolic rate (RMR), even in healthy people. It is important to 
know the metabolic rate in disease to be able to quantify the energy needs of a patient. 
According to Henry it is “well recognized that illness and disease increase basal 
metabolic rate dramatically” [79]. However, searching the literature on metabolic rate 
in chronic disease shows varying results. In heart failure patients, some studies showed 
an elevated RMR [93-95], but more recent studies have not found any difference in 
RMR or TMR between heart failure patients and healthy controls [96-98]. Studies 
on patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, Alzheimer’s disease and 
Parkinson’s disease have shown mixed results [99-108]. RMR of patients with pressure 
ulcers was not different from patients at risk of developing ulcers [109]. In patients 
with rheumatoid arthritis an earlier study demonstrated an elevated RMR compared 
to healthy controls, whereas a more recent study showed no difference. According to 
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the authors this is probably an effect of improved treatment of inflammation as the 
erythrocyte sedimentation rate was less than half in the later study [110, 111]. This 
could be an explanation for the normalized RMR in later studies for other chronic 
diseases as well. Malignant diseases have also been thought to increase RMR, but 
there seems to be small differences between cancer patients and healthy controls, when 
adjusting for FFM [112], with an exception for lung cancer patients [113].

Regardless of an increased RMR in disease or not, TMR is generally lower in disease 
due to decreased physical activity [10, 11].

A recent review of the effects of medication for chronic diseases on metabolic rate 
concluded that ß-adrenergic receptor antagonists decrease RMR. Of antidiabetic 
agents for type 2 diabetes mellitus glipizide may have a lowering effect on RMR, but 
metformin does not. Long-term use of recombinant human growth hormone increases 
RMR, as does thyroxin therapy for hypothyroidism. Chemotherapy agents reduce 
RMR, but the effect may be transient. However, for all medications, elderly individuals 
may have an altered volume of distribution, impaired metabolism or reduced clearance 
of numerous drugs, which makes it difficult to apply these kind of results on this 
patient group [114].

Classically a decreasing body weight is always related to an imbalance between on 
the one hand intake/uptake of energy, nutrients and water and on the other hand the 
metabolism of energy and/or nutrients.

Reduction of body weight can be seen in relatively healthy elderly people when 
they reach high age [115, 116, 117]. During ageing there is a redistribution of body 
composition with decrease of muscle mass (sarcopenia) and increase of fat mass with 
a relatively higher gain of intra-abdominal fat in relation to subcutaneous fat. This 
redistribution is considered part of the insulin resistance common in aging [118]. The 
sarcopenia is associated with loss of muscle strength, decreased protein reserves in 
acute illness and increased disability [119-121].

Physical activity is the most variable component of total daily energy expenditure and 
an estimate of the physical activity level is important when considering the energy 
needs of an individual [41]. Physical training in the older adult has been shown to have 
several positive effects: Both aerobic and resistance training reduced body fat and 
resistance training increased FFM. An increased level of physical activity influenced 
endurance, flexibility, range of motion and balance control. There was a lower rate 
of physical disability prior to death in those who were physically active [122]. The 
positive effect of training on physical function in the elderly has also been seen in the 
studies combining physical training and nutrition [13, 15, 18]. In the Zutphen Elderly 
Study a high physical activity level in men was negatively correlated to mortality, while 
the physical activity level five years earlier was not related to mortality. Becoming 
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or remaining sedentary was associated with increased mortality risk compared with 
remaining physically active [123]. In institutionalized elderly subjects there is strong 
evidence for a positive effect of physical training on muscle strength and mobility 
[124].

In the literature frailty is often comprised by some of the following: low functional 
capacity [125], low level of physical activity [126] and unintentional weight loss 
[127]. In an attempt to broaden and conceptualize the term frailty, Markle-Reid and 
Browne have compiled different definitions of frailty in the literature. Besides the 
physiological changes, there are personal, environmental and social factors that can 
constitute frailty. Frailty is greatly affected by subjective perceptions of individuals 
and should not be regarded as a static condition [128]. A recent article summarizing 
the American Geriatrics Society/National Institute on Aging research conference on 
frailty in older adults discusses the physical and physiological aspects of frailty. They 
state that frailty is complex and involves many different features, and it is still unclear 
whether frailty is one syndrome with a hypothesized common pathway leading to 
the clinical signs of frailty, or whether there are multiple phenotypes of frailty with 
clusters of vulnerabilities, weaknesses, instabilities and limitations. They discuss the 
possibility that a decline in the functioning of different organ systems (such as the 
nervous, endocrine and immune system), and the connection between them as an 
important part of developing frailty. There are also changes in biological mechanisms, 
especially in DNA repair and response to oxidative stress that can increase the chronic 
inflammation often associated with frailty [129]. Fried et al suggested a definition of a 
frail phenotype which included weight loss and sarcopenia, weakness, poor endurance, 
slowness and low activity as characteristics of frailty. They showed that those with 
three or more of the criteria present according to their definitions had a sixfold higher 
mortality compared to the non-frail in a three-year follow-up, and three fold higher 
at seven years. The frail group scored worse for other adverse outcomes as well (first 
hospitalization, first fall, worsening ADL and mobility disability) [126].

In the Zutphen Elderly study, the combination of inactivity and weight loss was 
associated with lower subjective health and performance, as well as with disease and 
disabilities. Three year relative risks of mortality and functional decline were higher 
for those with both inactivity and weight loss [127].
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Aims of the thesis
The aim of this thesis work was to study several nutrition related parameters in frail 
elderly people and try to gain a deeper understanding of the causes and mechanisms 
behind the nutritional problems so commonly seen in elderly patients including effects 
of intervention. Some of the important issues were the following:

• Are malnutrition and low body weight in chronically ill/frail elderly people 
mainly caused by a low intake of energy and nutrients or by metabolic changes 
caused by disease?

• Are longitudinal changes in body weight, energy intake and energy metabolism 
correlated in this group?

• Is RMR in the frail elderly correlated to age, body composition, energy intake, or 
activities of daily living (ADL)?

• Is energy intake adequate in the frail elderly compared to measured RMR?
• Is nutrient intake sufficient according to existing dietary recommendations in 

a Swedish nursing home, and does the diet served have a sufficient nutrient 
density? How does nutrient intake relate to changes in energy intake?

• Can individual nutritional intervention and/or physical training affect energy 
intake, body composition or metabolic rate in frail elderly people with nutritional 
problems?

• In a follow up analysis: is mortality correlated to the parameters studied (age, 
gender, body weight, fat free mass, energy intake and ADL)?
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Study population
Study populations are compared in table 1 (page 31). Study 1-3 were performed during 
2000-2001 in elderly residents with multiple diagnoses living in a nursing home in 
Sundbyberg, a suburb of Stockholm, Sweden. The setting was a general nursing home 
where the in total 76 residents had complex combinations of chronic diseases resulting 
in functional impairments with accompanying need of functional support and nursing 
care. The annual mortality rate was 25-30%.

In study 1 RMR was analyzed in all the residents (n=81), but the final analysis was done 
on 33 females due to difficulties in fulfilling the strict research criteria for measured 
RMR. Study 2 and 3 included the 52 residents for whom we could complete three 
weighed food records. Reasons for not participating in all three nutritional assessments 
were hospitalization during the week of nutritional assessment in that ward, or death. 
Twenty-five of the women were included in all three studies.

Study 4 was performed on an outpatient basis in an elderly research center in Solna, 
a suburb of Stockholm, Sweden, between 2003-2005. Community dwelling elderly, 
75 years and older, with frailty according to the chosen definition, who were able to 
walk, were included. Subjects were recruited through questionnaire, advertisement in 
local newspaper, as well as through primary care and the home service administration. 
Subjects that were interested in having their nutritional status analyzed and fulfilled 
the inclusion criteria were contacted by telephone for screening. A final sample of 96 
subjects was included in the study.
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Methods

RMR was measured by indirect calorimetry, using a MBM-200 Delta Trac II metabolic 
monitor (DATEX, Engström, Finland). Calibration by ethanol combustion was done 
before the study by the manufacturer. Each morning a calibration was done using a test 
gas of known composition provided by the supplier.

In study 1-2 RMR was measured in the apartment of each individual at the nursing 
home. The subjects had been fasting since midnight and were asked to remain in bed 
until testing, which started between 7 am and 9.30 am. As we wanted to make the 
procedure as short as possible to avoid discomfort, measurements were continued 
for 10 minutes with stable breathing. In study 4 the study subjects arrived fasting to 
the centre and were allowed to rest for 30 minutes. RMR was then measured for 30 
minutes. Results were extrapolated to kcal/24 hours in all studies.

Study 1. Directly after the measurement of RMR was completed the subjects were 
given 200 ml of an oral fluid supplement, (Additene, NOVARTIS NUTRITION). 
The total energy content was 200 kcal (34% of energy from protein, 57% from 
carbohydrates, 9% from fat). The high protein content was chosen because protein has 
the highest stimulating effect on the NIT. The subjects were then asked to remain in 
bed until the next measurement, which was done one hour (± 10 minutes) after they 
had finished the test meal. NIT was calculated as postprandial rise of RMR at one hour 
after ingestion.

Study 1-3. Energy and nutrient intake was determined by weighed food intake analysis 
on five consecutive weekdays in one ward at a time. It was not practical to include 
weekends in the weighed food record, as there were fewer staff working on weekends. 
All hot meals and the leftovers were weighed on a digital kitchen scale to the nearest 
gram. Drinks and breakfast dishes such as porridge and yoghurt were weighed, but 
weights of sandwiches were standardised and referred to as “normal” or “small”. The 
food intake data was computerized and energy and nutrient content was calculated 
using StorMATS (RUDANS LÄTTDATA, Västerås, Sweden) and the Swedish national 
nutrient database, PC-kost (NATIONAL FOOD ADMINISTRATION). Micronutrient 
tablets were not included in the analysis.

In study 4 food intake was analyzed by a four day food record, where the participants 
themselves wrote down as detailed as possible all they ate. At baseline a dietician/
nutritionist made a home visit after the days of food recording and went through the 
record verifying details on foods used as well as measures and portion sizes. For 
the two follow-ups at 3 and 9 months after start of intervention, respectively, this 
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complementary analysis was performed at our research centre. Calculation of energy 
and nutrient intake was similar as in study 1-3.

The patients were weighed, dressed in underwear, to the nearest 0.1 kg on a digital 
chair scale (UMEDICO SV-600, Rosersberg, Sweden). Height was measured to the 
nearest centimeter in the standing position using a stadiometer. In 10 of the nursing 
home residents not able to stand even with support height was approximated by adding 
the measurements of head-shoulder, shoulder-hip, hip-knee, and knee-heel. Four skin 
folds were measured using a Harpenden calliper (BRITISH INDICATORS LTD, 
Bedfordshire, UK) [130] over biceps, triceps, subscapular and crista iliaca according 
to standard procedures [131].

Body density and fat mass were calculated from the sum of these four skin folds using 
prediction equations [132, 133]. FFM was calculated as body weight minus fat mass.

In study 4, body composition was also measured by dual energy x-ray absorptiometry 
(DXA). The subjects were examined as outpatients by DXA-scans at the Karolinska 
University Hospital. Due to costs DXA was only used at baseline and at the nine 
months follow up. For this reason only conventional anthropometric measurements 
were used for the longitudinal analyses.

Study 1-3. Functional ability in Activities of Daily Living (ADL) was examined 
according to the Katz Index [134] by a physiotherapist, who interviewed the nursing 
home personnel. The Katz index tests the level of functional independence in six 
categories: bathing, dressing, toileting, transferring, continence, and feeding. To 
facilitate statistical analysis in study 2, each category was assessed on a three-level 
scale (0 = independent, 1 = human aid, 2 = totally dependent), with a total score of 0-
12, where 0 represents total independence [135, 136].

Study 4. Personal activities of daily living (pADL) were estimated with Functional 
Independence Measure (FIM), a valid and reliable test [137, 138]. This ordinal scale 
consists of a 13 item (motor items), 7-graded scale with a maximum of 91 points, 
indicating independence. Instrumental activities of daily living (iADL) were estimated 
by Instrumental Activity Measures (IAM), a supplementary scale to FIM [139]. This 
ordinal scale consists of an 8 item (e.g. cleaning, washing clothes, cooking, food 
purchases, transportation, etc), 7-graded scale with a maximum of 56 points, indicating 
independence.
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In study 2 the nutrition state was analyzed for all residents of the nursing home. An 
individual dietary recommendation was established for each resident. There were five 
types of intervention:

• Information about a risk situation and the need for awareness, along with 
encouragement to the resident and the ward staff regarding the importance of a 
proper diet

• Enrichment of the normal diet
• Oral fluid supplements
• Adjustment of food consistency
• Energy-reduced diet

In concert with the chef, an attempt was also made to improve the nutritional quality of 
the food on the menu. The two main changes were i) to decrease the amount of energy 
derived from saturated fat, and ii) to increase the amount of vegetables served. 

In study 4 the subjects were randomized to four treatment groups after baseline 
testing:

• Nutrition (N): Specific individualized diet counseling and group session 
education + general physical training advice

• Training (T): Specific physical training + general diet advice
• Nutrition and training (NT): Specific individualized diet counseling and group 

session education + specific physical training
• Control (C): General advice regarding diet and physical training

The nutritional treatment consisted of individual dietary counselling, which was based 
on the baseline food record data. Energy needs for each individual was estimated to 
1.4 times measured RMR for the nutrition and control groups, and 1.5 x RMR for the 
training groups. Advice on food intake were given at an individual session lasting 
about one hour. The nutritional treatment also included five group sessions that covered 
topics like nutritional needs for elderly people, meal frequency and cooking methods.

The physical training consisted of twelve weeks of 60-minutes organized sessions twice 
a week, with the emphasis on endurance, muscle strength and balance. The training 
programme was planned by a physiotherapist and lead by a trained instructor with the 
assistance of a physiotherapy assistant. The treatment period was 12 weeks with an 
immediate follow-up (F1), and a late follow-up 6 months later (F2).

For most simple comparisons between groups t-tests were used, as were paired t-tests 
for repeated measures. In study 4, comparing the four treatment groups, ANOVA was 
used.
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In study 1 the univariate and multivariate analysis of explaining factors for RMR and 
NIT was performed using a linear model. The regression was done stepwise backwards. 
Fit was examined by standard residual plots. The multivariate model for analysis of 
RMR included the factors age, height, FFM, fat mass and ADL.

In study 2, a Cox proportional hazards model was fitted to investigate how mortality 
was affected by age, gender, body weight, FFM, energy intake and ADL.

In study 2, a mixed linear model was used to investigate if weight and energy intake 
were correlated on an individual level, and in study 3 to analyze how nutrient intake 
is affected by variations in energy intake. A mixed linear model has a fixed effect 
slope, common to all individuals, and an individual component of the slope, which is 
estimated separately for each individual. The equation looks like this:

In study 3, the fixed effect is denoted β0 and the individual effect is denoted i. i  is the 
estimated nutrient intake for individuals (i) at energy consumption i. The model has 
a common intercept, , and a residual variance term, ε. Ideally the intercept would be 
zero in the model, since at zero energy intake the intake of a specific nutrient should 
also be zero. The data at hand are, however, limited to energy intake in the range 500–
2,300 kcal/day and we may therefore only assume linearity in this range. In a mixed 
model, the data points are not necessarily used in chronological order. The longitudinal 
mixed model was chosen because we wanted a model, which could capture the change 
within individuals but at the same time utilize information from the group.

In study 4, a correlation analysis was done between RMR, energy intake and FFM at 
baseline and each follow-up. Analysis of correlation at the individual level was explored 
by calculating correlation matrices for each patient. The results were, however, too 
heterogeneous for the analysis to be meaningful.

i i) i + 
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Description of papers

Resting metabolic rate in elderly nursing home patients with multiple diagnoses

The aim of the study was:

• To investigate RMR and NIT in elderly people with multiple diagnoses in stable 
condition, living in a nursing home.

• To analyze if RMR and NIT correlate with age, body composition, energy intake, 
and activities of daily living (ADL).

• To analyze if energy intake was adequate in these patients compared to measured 
RMR.

• To analyze whether commonly used methods to predict basal metabolic rate in 
the elderly would be acceptable to use in this group as compared to measured 
RMR.

We experienced several practical problems in performing measurements of RMR in 
these elderly residents, and thus decided that the following criteria should be fulfilled 
in order to include the results in the final analysis:

The resident should:

• be fasting since midnight
• not have risen before measurements began
• not talk during measurement
• not sleep heavily during the procedure
• have regular breathing
• have measurements with stable breathing for at least ten minutes
• not eat or rise between the measurements (except to void)
• drink all 200 ml of the liquid test meal

Predicted basal metabolic rate (BMR) was calculated according to the equations by 
Harris Benedict [61], Schofield [140] and the WHO [40]. We also compared the results 
with a standard calculation of 20 kcal/kg/day, since this simple method is used to 
estimate BMR in clinical settings in Sweden.

Results

According to the criteria above, we accepted the RMR measurements for 41/81 
residents (51%), and NIT measurements for 23/81 residents (28%). Due to the low 
number of males results were only presented for females with acceptable results of 
RMR (n=33) or NIT (n=19). Mean RMR for females was 1,174 kcal/d. Mean energy 
intake was 1,474 kcal/d. The EI/RMR was 1.27, which represents an estimate of the 
energy available for physical activity.
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Results from a multivariate model for analysis of RMR including age, height, FFM, 
fat mass and activities of daily living (ADL, Katz score), showed that RMR increases 
significantly with increased FFM (p< 0.0001), and there was a trend towards an inverse 
correlation to age.

NIT at 1 hour after ingesting a test meal was 15% above RMR, varying from 0 – 33%. 
Univariate analysis showed that none of the factors age, height, FFM, fat mass or ADL 
could explain the variation in NIT. We also tried to relate NIT to the protein load of 
the test meal, as well as to the energy content of the test meal as part of RMR, but this 
gave no significant correlations.

Predicting BMR by four different equations, showed that Harris Benedict (HB) 
underestimated BMR by 4% on average, while the WHO/FAO-equation overestimated 
BMR by 7%. Schofield and an estimate of BMR of 20 kcal/kg body weight were not 
statistically different from measured RMR. However the individual variation between 
measured and calculated RMR was lowest for HB, and highest for the estimate of 20 
kcal/kg/day.

Repeated assessment of energy and nutrient intake in 52 nursing home residents

The aim of the study was:

• To study the energy and nutrient intake of elderly nursing home residents 
with multiple diagnoses and make a comparison with the Swedish Nutrition 
Recommendations (SNR) [141].

• To follow the energy and nutrient intake of these elderly individuals over time 
through repeated assessments of food intake.

• To compare energy intake with the patients’ body-weight development during the 
study.

• To correlate two-year mortality after the study to parameters measured during the 
time of the study (age, gender, body-weight, FFM, energy intake, and activities 
of daily living).

• To test whether individual nutritional intervention can help nursing home 
residents with nutritional problems.

Results

Of the 52 participants, 41 (79%) were female; mean age was 84 years. Mean body 
weight was 61 kg. Thirteen individuals had a BMI below 20 and seven individuals had 
a BMI above 30. 

The mean energy intake at baseline was 1,501 kcal/day. Mean protein intake was 53 
g/day.

The mean EI/RMR was 1.24 for women and 1.19 for men, with no difference 
between walkers and non-walkers. Dietary fibre intake was 11g/day, less than half 
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of recommended. At the second assessment, intake of carbohydrates, polyunsaturated 
fat and sucrose significantly increased, while intake of cholesterol decreased. At the 
third assessment, intake of energy and macronutrients, except polyunsaturated fat and 
sucrose, was significantly lower than at baseline.

Of 16 micronutrients considered, the mean intake was below the Swedish Nutrition 
Recommendations [141] for half of them. The mean intake for five vitamins (A, B2, 
B3, B6, and B12) and for phosphorus surpassed the SNR. Intake of vitamin D, vitamin 
E, folic acid and selenium reached only 40-60% of the SNR.

The mean body weight was stable at 61 kg throughout the study. A mixed linear model 
showed large differences in individual intercept, i.e. individuals seemed to sustain the 
same body weight on very different energy intake levels. At an individual level there 
seemed to be little change in body weight with change in energy intake (p=0.15). 
Figure 1 shows the raw data for body weight and energy intake.

Two years after the study was completed, twenty-seven (52%) of the 52 individuals 
in the study had died. The mean body weight was stable in both survivors and non-
survivors over time, but the body weight of those who died was 9 kg lower (57 kg vs. 
66 kg, p=0.04). Surviving females had higher total FEM and higher fat mass. There 
was no difference between the two groups in age, time in nursing home, or EI/RMR.

Figure 1 Body weight vs. energy intake on an individual level.
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A Cox proportional hazards regression model for mortality showed that males had a 
hazard ratio of 3.4 compared to women. Higher weight at baseline indicated a lower 
risk of mortality, hazard rate 0.97 per kg. There were small differences in intake of 
energy and nutrients between the survivors and non-survivors. The survivors had a 
higher intake of most nutrients, but the difference was significant only for a few of 
them. Despite the lower intake of most nutrients in those who died, they had a higher 
intake of sugar at all three assessments, which even reached significance at the second 
and third assessments when expressed per kg body weight.

The intervention at the kitchen level, to improve the nutritional quality of the menu, 
seemed to have increased the mean intake of vitamin C and folic acid at the second 
assessment, whereas there was a decrease in cholesterol intake. On an individual level 
no changes in intake were observed in any of the five different intervention groups. 

Nutrient density and variation in nutrient intake with changing energy intake in 
nursing home residents

The aim of the study was:

• To analyze if the diet served in a regular Swedish nursing home has a sufficient 
nutrient density (defined as nutrient intake in grams per unit of energy) to cover 
the nutritional needs of its residents, at their actual energy intake level?

• To analyze to which extent one can expect an increased energy intake to 
also cover the needs of nutrients, and how do these results differ for varying 
nutrients?

• To analyze if a statistical mixed model can improve the visualization and analysis 
of longitudinal data considering both individual and group effects on nutrient 
intake?

The analysis was done on the same study population as in study 2. The results were 
compared with the NNR [54] and the nutrient densities calculated by Berner [44], as 
estimated levels of nutrient density required to cover the needs of micronutrients.

Results

Energy intake was generally low in these nursing home residents, as was the intake 
of several nutrients (see study 2). Compared to the estimated recommendations by 
the NNR [54], nutrient density was low for vitamin C, D and E, folate, magnesium 
and iron at baseline. Compared to the calculated recommendations by Berner [44], 
nutrient density was also low for vitamin B6, calcium and zinc. At the second and/
or third assessment, nutrient density significantly increased for vitamins C, D and E, 
folate, calcium and selenium, with largest increase in vitamin C reaching well above 
the NNR.
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In the mixed model, considering how nutrient intake changes when energy intake is 
increased, protein was included as a nutrient. Protein intake increased on average by 
4.1 g per 0.5 MJ (range 3.6–4.7 g/0.5 MJ) increase in energy intake. Vitamin A showed 
the largest relative increase with increasing energy intake – increasing energy intake 
by 50% from 4 MJ to 6 MJ raised the vitamin A intake by 95%. Figures 2a-c show the 
raw data, individual regression lines and the mixed model for vitamin A expressed as 
retinol equivalents.

The largest increases relative to an increasing energy intake were found for the fat-
soluble vitamins and for folate and vitamin B12. Sodium, potassium, thiamine and 
selenium showed the smallest relative increases with increasing energy intake.

There was no correlation between energy intake and percent of energy from fat in the 
diet, neither at each assessment nor as changes over time.

Figure 2a  Plot of raw data for vitamin A intake
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Figure 2b  Individually plotted regression lines for vitamin A intake

Figure 2c Mixed model with random slope for vitamin A intake
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No effect of nutritional and physical treatment on energy intake, metabolic rate 
and body composition in frail elderly. A randomized, controlled pilot treatment 
study

The aim of the study was:

• To analyze the effect of nutritional treatment and physical training on energy 
intake, RMR and body composition in frail, community-dwelling elderly

• To analyze the correlation between energy intake, RMR and FFM in frail elderly

• unintentional weight loss ≥ 5% during the last year and/or BMI < 20
• low physical activity level (<grade 3 in the classification of physical activity 

according to Mattiasson-Nilo [142]).

Results

Three individuals dropped out during baseline testing, which left 93 individuals in 
the study, of which 25 were men. Mean age was 82.5 years. Total dropout rate up to 
the second follow-up was 30%. In pADL the majority of participants were practically 
independent, but in iADL there was a large variety between individuals. Mean energy 
intake at baseline was 1,574 kcal/d for the total study population. Mean RMR was just 
above 1,100 kcal/d in all treatment groups and the EI/RMR 1.4. The mean percent 
body fat varied from 24% to 27% between the groups.

Analysis within treatment groups showed no evident treatment effect. Statistically 
significant differences were seen in the physical training group where RMR increased 
at the first follow-up at 3 months (F1); in the NT-group where muscle percent increased 
at the second follow-up at 9 months (F2). In the C-group waist circumference/waist-
hip ratio increased at both follow-ups. However, the differences were so small, that 
the clinical relevance is questionable. Analysis between treatment groups by ANOVA 
showed no significant results. An analysis of the combined nutrition groups (N+NT) 
compared with the combined training and control group (T+C) provided no further 
information.

Of the 49 subjects receiving nutritional treatment (N+NT), 16 needed to increase their 
energy intake by 20% or more to reach 1.4/1.5 x RMR, but only 6 reached the desired 
intake level (“responders”). In all groups combined, of the 32 individuals who needed 
to increase their energy intake by ≥ 20% to reach 1.4/1.5 x RMR, 13 succeeded. 
These “responders” did not show any change in any outcome variable, but the “non-
responders” showed a small, but significant, decrease in body fat percentage at F1, and 
in body weight, BMI, and FFM at F2.

Analyzing the correlation between energy intake, RMR, and FFM showed a correlation 

In the present study frailty was defined as a combination of:
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of about 0.75 between FFM and RMR for all groups combined at both baseline and 
follow-ups, whereas correlations with energy intake for both FFM (0.27-0.49) and 
RMR (0.28-0.50) was lower, with the lowest correlation at F2.

• The energy intake was generally low, with mean intakes below 1,600 kcal/d, in 
the two studied groups of frail elderly people with different and often multiple 
diagnoses (nursing home in study 1-3 vs community-dwelling in study 4). In 
the community-dwelling group energy intake could be underestimated, but in 
the nursing home we believe that intakes are accurate. There was no sign of an 
elevated RMR when compared to similar studies, even though RMR was slightly 
higher in the nursing home patients, which could be related to a higher BMI.

• A low body weight was correlated to mortality, in accordance with previous 
studies.

• There was no correlation between changes in energy intake and body weight 
over time, neither in the nursing home residents (study 2) nor the community-
dwelling, frail elderly (study 4).

• RMR was correlated to FFM in both the nursing home residents (study 1) and the 
community-dwelling frail elderly (study 4).

• Nutrient intake and nutrient density were sub-optimal in the nursing home (study 
2-3). Intake of vitamin D and E, folic acid, and selenium was less than 60% of 
SNR. Nutrient density in the diet served was also low for these nutrients.

• There were no evident treatment effects of an individualized nutritional treatment 
program for frail elderly individuals (study 4). However, individuals with a 
very low energy intake in relation to their RMR who managed to increase their 
energy intake seemed to be protected against further losses of body weight. In 
the nursing home, no conclusions could be drawn regarding the individualized 
treatment effects due to the practical problems in administering the individually 
prescribed diets (study 2).
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Discussion of results

In the two groups of studied patients, nursing home residents and Community-dwelling 
elderly respectively, it seems more likely that nutritional problems are related to a 
low energy intake than an elevated RMR. It was also my impression, especially in 
the nursing home, that appetite was poor in many residents. Frequently there were 
comments like “please don’t give me so much food”. The EI/RMR was low in the 
nursing home residents, about 1.2 for both females and males. However, this equals 
what has been reported previously in non-ambulatory, chair-bound patients using the 
doubly labelled water technique [143, 144]. In study 2, 44% of the subjects were chair-
bound, but there was no difference in EI/RMR between walkers and non-walkers.

RMR was slightly higher in the nursing home patients, especially in men. They were 
also heavier, which was not surprising since the community-dwelling group was 
included based on a low BMI as part of the frailty criteria. On the other hand, we 
believe that the free-living individuals were also more active, since they were all able 
to walk, so perhaps one cannot exclude that there was a slightly increased RMR in 
the nursing home men. In study 2 we observed that men had a higher mortality than 
women, possibly indicating a higher disease burden. However, there were very few 
men, which makes it difficult to draw any firm conclusions.

RMR increased significantly with increasing FFM as expected, and there was a trend 
towards an inverse relation to age. No other factors tested seemed to explain the 
differences in RMR (study 1).

The observation that some subjects with a seemingly adequate energy intake and a 
low RMR, were still losing weight, may be related to catabolic processes that do not 
affect RMR. Another possible explanation to this phenomenon is poor digestion and 
absorption of the energy and nutrients ingested.

We saw no correlation between NIT and any of the factors studied. However, the method 
we used for analysis of NIT measured one time-point around the estimated NIT peak-
level and did not represent the complete metabolic response to a test meal. We found a 
very large variation in NIT between individuals, which could be of clinical importance 
in some cases. The total effect on energy expenditure over a day will certainly make a 
difference between individuals if one has a NIT of 0% and another 33%.

The assumed relation between energy intake and body weight seems to be complicated 
in frail elderly individuals. We followed body weight and energy intake for 9-18 months 
in both nursing home patients and Community-dwelling elderly, without finding any 
correlation between the fluctuations of these two parameters. This indicates that even 
if there is a clear relationship between body weight and energy intake on a group level, 
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Subjects Study 1 Study 2 and 3 Study 4
Number of participants 33 52 93 
Number of women 33 41 55 
Age (years) 84  84 83 
 (67-102) (67-102) (75-95)

Body composition
Body mass index (kg/m2) 24.3  24.4  21.8  
 (14.6-42.2) (14.6-42.2) (15.5-30.9)

Body weight (kg) 60.0  61.3 59.0  
 (33.1-95.0) (33.1-95.0) (38.6-89.5)

Fat free mass (kg) 40.9  43.4 43.3  
 (26.2-55.9) (26.2-62.8) (27.3-64.4)

Fat mass (%) 30  28 26  
 (17-42) (15-41) (11-40)

Energy intake
(kcal/day) 1474  1501  1574  
 (1062-1939; SD 255) (589-2222; SD 285) (763-2649; SD 438)

(kcal/kg/day) 25 25 27  
 (16-39; SD 6) (14-40; SD 6) (14-48; SD 8)

(kcal/kg fat free mass/day) 37  35  37  
 (26-49; SD 6) (17-51; SD 7) (20-67; SD 11)

(MJ/day) 5.9  6.3  6.6  
 (2.5-8.1; SD 1.3) (2.6-9.3; SD 1.2) (3.2-11.1; SD 1.8)

Resting metabolic rate (RMR)   
(kcal/day) 1174  1237  1128  
 (810-1560; SD 175) (810-1730; SD 225) (770-1770; SD 188) 

(kcal/kg/day) 20  21  20  
 (15-30; SD 4) (15-30; SD 4) (13-30; SD 3)

(kcal/kg fat free mass/day) 29  29  27  
 (22-39; SD 4) (20-41; SD 4) (18-36; SD 3)

Energy intake/RMR 1.27  1.23  1.41  
 (0.97-1.72; SD 0.20) (0.49-1.73; SD 0.23) (0.81-2.40; SD 0.36)

MNA-score, median  - 20  24  
  (9-26.5) (15-28.5)
SD: standard deviation.  
MNA: Mini Nutritional Assessment 
Study 1-3: Nursing-home residents 
Study 4: Free-living. frail elderly. aged 75 and above

Table 1. Comparison of baseline characteristics in the study populations of study 1-4.  
 The figures in the parentheses represents range.   
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this relationship is not evident at an individual level. This is shown in figure 1, where 
most individuals have flat, almost horizontal, lines for energy intake and body weight 
at the three points in time. The unclear picture regarding body weight and energy 
intake, can also be considered in the light of the great heterogeneity among the study 
population, especially in the nursing home. The age range was 67-102 years, BMI 
varied from 14-42 and fat mass by a factor 5 (7-39 kg).

The only significant relation we observed regarding energy intake and body weight 
was in the community dwelling group, where those with a very low energy intake, 
who managed to increase their intake by 20% or more, seemed to be protected against 
further weight loss. These results combined with the analysis of mortality that (in 
accordance with earlier studies), showed a higher mortality for those with a low body 
weight, strongly favours the importance of targeted nutritional intervention. The 
question is how to succeed with such intervention, since there was no difference in 
how many who succeeded in increasing their energy intake between those partaking 
in the nutrition intervention and those who did not. Studies that have succeeded in 
increasing energy and nutrient density without just giving oral nutritional supplements 
show that a functioning intervention needs to be personnel-intensive, either at the 
nursing care or kitchen level [145, 146]. This may be difficult to achieve in free-living 
frail elderly, except if there is a very engaged elderly resident or relative, supported by 
highly motivated nutritional professionals.

The need of a highly individualized and intensive nutritional treatment shows the 
difficulties that arise in a randomized study of frail elderly without targeting. During 
study 4, we questioned if it is ethically acceptable to provide only physical training 
to individuals who are in obvious need of nutritional support, and vice versa. In the 
physical training group, 11 of 23 individuals would have needed an increased energy 
intake of ≥ 20% to reach 1.5 x RMR, but did not receive any specific nutritional 
support, which may have prevented a training effect. Likewise, some individuals in 
a better nutritional state, who obviously needed physical training, were randomized 
to the nutrition group. Our experiences during this study have showed the importance 
of targeting the treatment according to the needs of the patient. The scientific quality 
of an intervention study without randomization will be questioned, but new angles of 
approach to this dilemma should be welcomed, as we will face a growing number of 
frail elderly people in our societies.

Another problem in conducting a randomized controlled trial in a frail, elderly 
population is how to choose the population. Due to the lack of a consensus definition 
of malnutrition we chose to focus on “frail” elderly people. In the literature, “frailty” 
is also a heterogeneous concept, but it represents an attempt to enclose a large group of 
elderly people with reduced general health state and reduced functional capacity at risk 
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of further rapid deterioration of health and high consumption of health care. Common 
definitions of “frailty” contain both nutrition-related aspects and physical capacity, 
thus being at the prime focus of elderly care providing an important opportunity for 
prevention-oriented research in combination with treatment research concerning 
established diseases and/or injuries. This research focus seems relevant and much 
warranted, both from the individual elderly subject’s point of view, but also in regard 
to the current demographic prognoses in Sweden indicating an almost doubling of 
elderly people aged 80 and above until the year 2050. One possibility would have been 
to start from a certain diagnosis common in frail elderly such as chronic obstructive 
pulmonary disease, heart failure or Parkinson’s disease. However, from a primary care 
and municipality care perspective, the focus on frailty from a nutritional and functional 
perspective seems more relevant since most elderly people have combinations of 
diseases and/or injuries (multimorbidity). Thus, the choice between a diagnosis-
related and a frailty-related perspective is really a choice between two different types 
of targeting: on the one hand a precise pathophysiological definition of a certain 
diagnosis and search for functional consequences and specific treatment effects and on 
the other hand a less precise but highly relevant state of “frailty” and research on which 
diseases/injuries that are prone to cause it as well as the effect of individual treatment 
programs targeting the expression of the individual phenotype. Many factors influence 
the general health state as well as the nutritional state of an individual and his or her 
ability and motivation to respond to the study regimen.

The mean intake of some nutrients was low in the nursing home. The recommended 
daily allowances are intended to cover the needs of 95% of the population, but about 
2/3 of the recommendations are considered close to the average biological need [49]. 
For some nutrients mean intake was below 60% of the recommended intake, which 
means that half of the individuals had even lower intakes. Nutrient density was low for 
the same nutrients demonstrating the importance of considering nutrient density when 
planning menus for frail elderly. This should be emphasized in the recommendations 
regarding the energy-dense diets used in hospitals and nursing homes. Encouraging 
results were found in a study where hospital food was enriched with various fats, and the 
meals were changed to consist of several small dishes with varying contents, texture and 
flavour (appetizer, soup, main dish and dessert). This resulted in a significantly higher 
intake of energy and protein, and also improved the intake of several micronutrients, as 
well as dietary fibre [146]. We observed that increasing energy intake by eating larger 
amounts of the food served can increase the intake of some nutrients more than others 
(study 3). However, with a low food intake of moderate nutrient density this will not 
be enough.

The optimal macronutrient balance of a diet served to the institutionalized elderly is not 
known. The high-energy diet recommended contains high levels of saturated fat, as was 
the case in the nursing home before the time of our study. This is mostly not considered 
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in nursing care, where it is often only emphasized that the energy and protein content 
of the food needs to be high. However, the majority of the Swedish populations dies of 
cardiovascular disease and the recommendations to the general population is to lower 
the intake of saturated fat. In this light we would welcome studies trying to answer at 
what age and which clinical stage does the beneficial effects of a diet low in saturated 
fat decline in favour of an energy dense diet, without consideration of lipid profile?

During these studies we have observed staff working with this patient group. We have 
many times noticed a lack of knowledge or interest regarding nutritional issues. In the 
nursing home it was striking how difficult if was to change simple routines, such as 
checking a list of prescribed meals before serving the food. This seemed to work if 
there was one resident with problems that everyone was aware of, but with a system 
where several individuals in a ward were supposed to be served special foods, (such as 
fortified, changed food consistency or energy reduction) it just did not work. Education 
and awareness of nutritional issues should be emphasized in all nursing care, but also 
among physicians in charge of the medical care, the management of clinics as well as 
policy makers.
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Discussion of methods

Of the different techniques available for analysis of body composition, some are more 
suited for use in the elderly, whereas others are dependent on assumptions that may not 
be true in the elderly [147]. Hydration of the FFM changes through lifetime as does 
bone mineral mass, which may produce individual differences in the density of FFM. 
Several of the well established methods (e.g. total body water, hydrostatic weighing, 
DXA) used in body composition research rely on the assumption that FFM has a 
constant ratio of total body water to FFM of 0.73. This seems to be true on a group 
level for several mammals, but the individual variation and technical issues must be 
considered [148].

Total urine creatinine excretion is considered a reference method for muscle mass 

urine collection. Wang et al compared several methods for body fat analysis with 
a six-compartment model using an in vivo neutron activation analysis [151]. They 
concluded that the most precise methods for analysis of body fat were model-based 
methods including both body volume and total body water, and in some cases mineral/
bone mineral content. The DXA-method had a high correlation to the reference 
method (r2=0,972), but was questioned to serve as reference method itself because of 
its dependence on geometric models and the assumption of constant hydration in fat 
free soft tissues.

DXA is appropriate in healthy subjects with normal hydration, but may overestimate 
FFM in diseased/aged individuals [150]. It has the unique advantage though, of showing 
both whole body and regional body composition, and can be used to quantify skeletal 
muscle mass in vivo [152]. There are no defined factors that significantly influence the 
validity of DXA-based fat and bone mineral estimates [147].

During the last decades imaging techniques have evolved as possible for use in 
quantifying body composition. Computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance 
imaging (MRI), are precise, but expensive and time consuming, and cause radiation 
exposure [120]. Studies comparing DXA with CT show that DXA give lower estimates 
of abdominal fat than CT [153-155]. One explanation for this could be that CT measures 
the area of fat tissue which contains about 15% non-fat tissue [156].

Bioelectrical impedance analysis (BIA) is a cheaper method that can be used in larger 
studies, but it is less precise than other methods and uses a statistical approach with 
descriptive models, that often include age. These descriptive models need to be cross-
validated in elderly subjects if to be used in this population [147, 157].

Fields & Hunter reviewed the few studies available on the use of air-displacement 
plethysmography (ADP) (“BOD POD”) in older adults and concluded that the method 
is easy to use and gives valid and reliable results compared to more established methods, 

[149,  150],  but it requires several days to perform, with a vegetarian diet and careful 
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where the highest correlation was found when comparing ADP with hydrostatic 
weighing/4-compartment-model [158].

The simplest of methods to analyse body composition is conventional anthropometrical 
measurements, which are commonly used in clinical and field settings. By applying 
different equations such measurements make it possible to estimate body composition, 
mainly as body fat and FFM. Classical is the calculation of body fat from four 
skin fold thicknesses developed by Durnin & Womersley in 1974 [133]. The most 
precise equation developed may be the one developed by Martin et al by comparing 
anthropometrics to dissected muscle mass for elderly men [159].

In contrast to the obvious advantages of using conventional anthropometry – being 
simple, cheap and easy to learn – are the disadvantages, which are mainly related to the 
impreciseness of the method. Proper training of research personnel and quality control 
can give acceptable results and practical recommendations are available [160, 161].

One problem with anthropometrical methods is the distribution of subcutaneous to 

Metabolic rate can be measured by analysis of heat production (direct calorimetry). 
Since this method requires advanced and large technical equipment, indirect calorimetry 
is mostly used. The method analyzes the differences in oxygen (O2) and carbon dioxide 
(CO2) of inspired and expired air. By thus knowing the oxygen consumption and CO2 
production metabolic rate can be calculated using the Weir equation [164]. This equation 
includes urinary nitrogen, but since differences with changing urinary nitrogen are 
very small, the equation can be simplified by excluding the use of urinary nitrogen, 
especially in the fasting state [165], or an algorithm constant between 12 and 18 g/
day can be used [166]. In the Deltatrac metabolic monitor, when no value for urinary 
nitrogen is entered, a constant of 13 g/day is used. The Deltatrac metabolic monitor 
is a modern equipment, that when used in the ventilated hood (canopy) mode, uses 
a flow-through system with an airflow of 20-60 l/min. The O2 and CO2 gas fractions 
are measured in the total expired gas volume, which is recorded simultaneously, and 
are transformed into values for VO2 and VCO2 in ml/min, and finally into kcal/day. 
The Deltratrac metabolic monitor can be used in the residents own homes or as an 
outpatient examination. As mentioned in the background, there are strict criteria that 
should be fulfilled when measuring BMR by indirect calorimetry. For this reason RMR 
is the normal term used. In the severely ill patient RMR is estimated to be 10-15% 
higher than BMR [11], due to factors like parenteral feeding, drug administration or 
blood transfusion.

In the clinical setting it is often desirable to assess metabolic rate continuously. In 
studies on metabolically stable patients and healthy controls, many studies on RMR 
have measured metabolic rate for about 30 minutes. However, it has been shown that 
a measurement of even five minutes in steady state (variation in VO2 and VCO2 less 

visceral fat, which varies with age [162, 163].
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than 10%) will give an acceptable estimate of the 24-hour RMR in critically ill patients 
[68, 167]. On the other hand, the extrapolation to 24 hours assumes that RMR is steady 
over the circadian rhythm, which may vary more in those who are not in an acute phase 
of disease, due to eating regular meals, physical activity etc.

Fredrix et al concluded that sleeping energy expenditure is 7% lower than RMR in 
healthy elderly people [67]. We have previously observed a considerable diurnal 
variation in RMR in elderly, multimorbid females where RMR was significantly 
higher during the day compared to early morning (unpublished data). Similar results 
were found in a study on healthy adults, where afternoon measures were 6% higher 
than morning measurements [168].

There are several methodological problems in studying NIT. Normally RMR is 
measured by indirect calorimetry in the fasting state, followed by a test meal and 
repeated assessment of the metabolic rate. The energy content and nutrient composition 
of the test meal varies between studies, as well as the duration of the postprandial 
measurement period. The postprandial rise in energy expenditure can last as long as 10 
hours, making it difficult to measure the complete effect by indirect calorimetry. Many 
of these problems can be avoided by measuring NIT over 24 h in a respiration chamber 
[86], but such resources are not readily available. Thermal imaging could be a possible 
method for future studies [169].

After the test meal measurements are continued in intervals for several hours, with 
brakes allowing for the subjects to void, but mainly remaining in a resting position. In 
the literature the energy content of the test meal has either been the same for all subjects, 
ranging from 250-800 kcal [89, 90, 92], or related to the RMR of each individual 
[91, 99, 102]. Recent recommendations state that the test meal should contain at least 
400 kcal, and energy expenditure should be measured for 400 minutes or until energy 
expenditure falls to within 5% of the measured BMR [169], however, no explanation 
for this recommendation is given. In our study 1, which was carried out long before 
these recommendations, 200 kcal was given as test meal.

When testing NIT in nursing home residents, we had no possibility to perform repeated 
measurements of the metabolic rate over several hours. The alternative would have 
been to perform the study in a laboratory or clinic, but this was not possible for practical 
and ethical reasons considering transportation in the fasting state, etc. For this reason 
we measured the metabolic rate only once after the test meal, at one hour after the 
ingestion. This method does not reflect total NIT of the test meal, but it constitutes an 
estimate of NIT at one point in time. In this way we could test the method and get an 
idea of the interindividual variation in NIT in this patient group.
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There are several methods to analyze energy and nutrient intake. The choice of method 
depends on the purpose of the study, the precision needed and the resources available. 
A weighed food record is considered to give the highest accuracy of the food eaten 
during the actual assessment period, but due to the high burden for the respondents it 
may not reflect the habitual intake.

Due to the poor validity seen in dietary intake studies it is now considered necessary to 
compare intake data with biological markers that reflect energy or nutrient intake, when 
knowledge of intake at the individual level is desired. The three main markers used 
are urinary nitrogen for protein intake and doubly labelled water or a EI/BMR ratio 
for energy intake. Urinary nitrogen needs to be collected for at least 24 h and may not 
appear acceptable for the respondents. It may also be very difficult to perform in frail 
elderly individuals with physical impairments. The doubly labelled water technique is 
precise and allows estimating the habitual energy expenditure in free-living subjects. 
However, it is expensive and requires access to sophisticated laboratory equipment. 
The EI/BMR ratio is not a precise marker of energy expenditure, but it can be used 
to determine whether the reported energy intake is a ‘plausible’ estimate of the actual 
diet. To use the method on an individual level it is necessary to have information on 
the activity level of the subjects [170].

Studies that have analyzed the adequacy of reported energy intake in the elderly by 
the doubly labelled water technique have shown underreporting when the subjects 
themselves have reported their intake [82, 171, 172]. In contrast, the staff of Swedish 
nursing homes overestimated the energy intake of geriatric patients [30].

The number of days necessary to obtain a reliable estimate of the individual dietary 
intake depends on the nutrients of interest. Energy intake shows less day-to-day 
variation than many nutrients, and an estimate can be obtained over a few days [170].

We chose to use a 5-day weighed food record in the nursing home, but in the free-
living frail elderly we considered an estimated 4-day food record a maximum of what 
we could expect and require them to complete. Differences between individuals were 
large though, a few had actually weighed their food, while some had included very 
little information in their food diaries. However, by interviewing all subjects directly 
after the days of recording, we could add information to the records.

A weighed food record done by others than the individual self, is less prone to underreport 
intake. This is especially true in the nursing home setting, where the residents were 
served food on the plate, and the weighing was done by study personnel. Unfortunately 
it was not possible to include weekends in the assessments, but we still believe that the 
estimation of intake in the nursing home is valid.
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Conclusions and future implications
Considering the aims of this thesis we can conclude:

• It seems more likely that malnutrition and low body weight in the frail elderly 
are caused by a low energy intake than an elevated RMR.

• There was a poor longitudinal correlation between body weight, energy intake 
and energy metabolism in both nursing home residents and free-living frail 
elderly.

• RMR was correlated to FFM.
• Energy intake related to RMR was low in many individuals, especially in the 

nursing home
• Nutrient intake in the nursing home was low for about half of the analyzed 

nutrients, with a low nutrient density for the same nutrients
• Individual nutritional intervention was difficult to manage and gave poor results 

in these studies.
• Mortality was correlated to gender and low body weight.

Generally in the care of frail elderly people, more knowledge and emphasis on the 
nutritional problems are needed. The poor appetite of many elderly individuals should 
be targeted in research; what is the reason for it, and can the appetite be improved 
by for example closer monitoring of the effects of disease and medication. Attention 
should be given to studies showing effect of nutritional treatment even if they are 
small, and attempts be made to apply the results to daily clinical work. The very 
large individual differences should be considered and general policies regarding the 
treatment of malnutrition in the elderly should be applied with caution. Combined with 
physical training the nutritional treatment ought to be targeted according to the needs 
of each individual.
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